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QUESTION 1

This project has only one task.
You have been assigned the task of keeping meeting, notes for your company's Board of Directors.
Save a copy of the document as a Word 2019 template named 'Notes' that is compatible with the
latest Word features and does not support macros. Save the template file in the default location.

A. Open the Word document that you want to inspect for hidden data and personal information.Click
theFiletab, clickSave As, and then type a name in theFile namebox to save a copy of your original
document.In the copy of your original document, click theFiletab, and then clickInfo.ClickCheck for
Issues, and then clickInspect Document.In theDocument Inspectordialog box, select the check boxes
to choose the types of hidden content that you want to be inspected.ClickInspect.Review the results
of the inspection in theDocument Inspectordialog box.ClickRemove Allnext to the inspection results
for the types of hidden content that you want to remove from your document.

Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 2

In the ''Basic dinosaur facts'' section, apply the Pencil Sketch artistic effect to the fossil picture.

A. 1. Select the picture.2. SelectPicture Tools>Formatand selectArtistic Effects.3. Hover over the options
to preview them and select the one you want.Topic 5, Perfect MuffinsFourth Coffee uses muffin
recipes that were created for our exclusive use by the Culinary School at Bellows College. The recipe
ingredients differ, but all the muffins are produced by using the same method.



Correct Answer: A



QUESTION 3

In the ''Overview'' section, apply the Soft Round bevel shape effect to the SmartArt graphic. (Be sure to
select the entire SmartArt graphic.)

A. To create a new line of bulleted text in the Text pane, press Enter. To indent a line in the Text
pane, select the line that you want to indent, and then underSmartArt Tools, on theDesigntab,
clickDemote. To negatively indent a line, clickPromote. You can also press Tab to indent or
Shift+Tab to negatively indent from within the Text pane.If you don't see theSmartArt
ToolsorDesigntabs, double-click the SmartArt graphic.

Correct Answer: A


